A-type stars in the Canada–France Imaging Survey – II. Tracing the height of the disc at large distances with Blue Stragglers
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ABSTRACT
We present the kinematics of Blue Straggler (BS) stars identified in the Canada–France Imaging Survey (CFIS), covering 4000 deg² on the sky in the u band. The BSs sample, characterized through CFIS and Pan-STARRS photometry, has been kinematically decomposed into putative halo and disc populations after cross-matching with Gaia astrometry and SDSS/SEGUE/LAMOST spectroscopy. This decomposition clearly reveals the strong flaring of the outer Milky Way disc. In particular, we show that we can detect this flaring up to a vertical height of $|Z| \approx 8$ kpc at a Galactocentric distance of $R \sim 27$ kpc. While some small level of flaring is expected for extended discs built up by radial migration, we demonstrate that the very strong flaring of the Milky Way disc that we observe is likely more consistent with it being dynamically heated by the repeated passage of the Sagittarius dwarf spheroidal galaxy through the mid-plane.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Milky Way is generally considered to have formed, at least in part, by a succession of mergers. However, the details of its formation are still unclear and many questions remain. Among these, one unsettled problem is the fraction of stars in the halo of the Galaxy that formed in situ and the fraction that originally came from the Galactic disc (e.g. Eggen, Lynden-Bell & Sandage 1962; Searle & Zinn 1978; Carollo et al. 2007, 2010; Font et al. 2011; Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2016; Deason et al. 2017; Belokurov et al. 2018; Pillepich et al. 2018). The stellar populations that are often used to trace the disc (e.g. Main Sequence Turn-off, MSTO) and the halo (e.g. Blue Horizontal Branch – BHB, or K-giants) are quite different in terms of their evolutionary state. The former are very common and relatively faint, and are ideal for studying the details of our close environment, which is largely dominated by disc stars; the latter are relatively rare (they are only present in old, metal-poor stellar populations) and very bright, so that they can probe the halo out to very large distances. Using different stellar populations to characterize the disc and the halo lead to complications when attempting to understand the properties of structures at the interface of these two components. In this respect, it is desirable to use a stellar population that is both bright and present in relatively large numbers.

The Blue Stragglers (BSs) were observed for the first time by Sandage (1953), and are A-type stars that appear bluer and brighter than MSTO stars of similar metallicity and age, but that have a surface gravity typical of dwarfs. Many mechanisms have been proposed to explain the formation of these anomalous bright stars, such as a merger of stars due to collisions in dense stellar systems (Hills & Day 1976) or mass transfer between two or three stars in a multiple stellar system (McCrea 1964), but a consensus has not yet been reached (see e.g. Perets 2015, and references therein). They are more numerous and closer than typical halo BHB stars, hence they can have a similar apparent magnitude while being fainter by $\sim 2$ mag in absolute terms. They are often identified as a source of contamination in studies of other stellar types (e.g. Clewley et al. 2004; Bell et al. 2010; Deason, Belokurov & Evans 2011; Deason et al. 2014; Fukushima et al. 2018), but since they are bright and present in all stellar
components of the Galaxy, they are potentially ideal tracers of the disc/halo interface.

The first evidence of the flaring of the Galactic disc was discovered by Lozinskaya and Kardashev (1963), who observed that the scale height of the atomic H\textsc{i} gas distribution of the disc increases with Galactic radius, reaching a scale height of 2.7 kpc at \(\sim 40\) kpc (Kalberla et al. 2007). Nevertheless, the amplitude of the flaring of the stellar component is still debated (Reylé et al. 2009; Polido, Jablonski & Lépine 2013; Kalberla et al. 2014; Lopez-Corredoira & Molgo 2014; Amôres, Robin & Reylé 2017). Minchev et al. (2012a) showed that the Galactic disc flare can be a consequence of the radial migration of stellar populations in the thin disc component. However, Vera-Ciro et al. (2014) and Vera-Ciro, D’Onghia & Navarro (2016) argued that the inward migrators instead induce a thinning of the disc rather than the outward migrators causing a thickening. In any case, the amplitude of the flaring due to radial migration is expected to be less pronounced than in the case of a flare caused by disc–satellite impacts (Ibata & Razuomov 1998; Velazquez & White 1999; Kazantzidis et al. 2008; Villalobos & Helmi 2008; Bournaud, Elmegreen & Martig 2009; Purcell, Bullock & Kazantzidis 2010; Gómez et al. 2013).

In this paper we study the kinematics of the disc and halo BSs populations identified with the Canada–France Imaging Survey (CFIS). We show that we can detect the flaring of the stellar component of the disc up to vertical heights of \(\lesssim 8\) kpc at a Galactocentric distance of \(\sim 27\) kpc. We suggest that this very strong flaring may be consistent with the dynamical heating of the disc caused by the orbit of the Sagittarius dwarf spheroidal galaxy (Sgr dSph) around the Galaxy. Such a process was initially proposed by Ibata and Razuovm (1998), and we compare our data to recent models of this process by Laporte et al. (2018a).

2 DATA

The BSs sample used in this paper was identified photometrically by Thomas et al. (2018; hereafter, Paper I) using the \(u\) band of the Canada–France Imaging Survey (CFIS; Ibata et al. 2017a) and the griz bands from Pan-STARRS 1 (Chambers et al. 2016). This photometric sample has been demonstrated to have low (\(\sim 15\) per cent) contamination from BHB stars.

In order to obtain proper motions (PMs) of the BSs catalogue, a cross-match with the second data release of the Gaia mission (Gaia Collaboration 2018a) is performed. Another cross-match with the SDSS/SEGUE (Yanny et al. 2009) and LAMOST (DR3) surveys to obtain line-of-sight velocities and metallicities is made. Our final sample of BSs with PMs, radial velocities, and metallicities consists of 2612 stars over the current CFIS footprint of \(\sim 4000\) deg\(^2\).

The CFIS footprint is shown on fig. 1 of Paper I. Note that it is not symmetric with respect to the Galactic plane, having more stars in the Northern Galactic hemisphere. After cross-matching with SEGUE and LAMOST, this North–South asymmetry becomes even stronger. Hence any North–South asymmetry in our results is potentially a consequence of the footprints of these surveys.

3 METHOD AND RESULTS

3.1 Distances estimates

To derive tangential velocities from the PMs of our stars, it is necessary to determine their distance. For faint sources the Gaia DR2 parallax measurements have large uncertainties. For a typical BSs with \((g − r)_{0, \text{SDSS}} = −0.1\), and \(M_r = 2.56\) at 10 kpc, the parallax uncertainties are of the same order as the measurements themselves (expected Gaia end-of-mission accuracy).\(^1\) Therefore, photometric distances have to be determined instead. This is done using the calibration of the absolute magnitude of the BSs in the \(g\) band provided by Deason et al. (2011), using the Sagittarius stream lying in the SDSS Stripe 82:

\[
M_g = 3.108 + 5.495 (g − r)_{0, \text{SDSS}}. \tag{1}
\]

As discussed in Paper I, we recalibrate the \((g − r)\) colour from the Pan-STARRS 1 photometric system to that of the SDSS.

The accuracy of our distances is accessed by comparing them to previous distance estimates for two globular clusters, NGC 5272 and NGC 5466. Both these clusters are present in the CFIS footprint and a population of BSs can be identified in each of them (see fig. 4 of Paper I). For NGC 5272, we find a mean BSs distance of 10.4 kpc, in agreement with the distance estimated by Harris (1996) of 10.2 ± 0.2 kpc. For NGC 5466, we find a distance of 16.8 kpc also consistent with the value of 16 ± 0.4 kpc listed by Harris (1996). The dispersion of our estimated individual distances of BSs in these two clusters is 1.9 and 2.3 kpc, respectively. Based on these values, we estimate that the BS-based distances have a relative precision of approximately 20 per cent.

3.2 Selection of disc stars

The Galactic Cartesian coordinates \((X, Y, Z)\) and velocities \((V_x, V_y, V_z)\) are defined using the conventions adopted in the astropy package (The Astropy Collaboration 2018), with the most recent estimate of the Sun’s position \((X = −8.1\) kpc; Gravity Collaboration 2018), and with a circular velocity at that position of 229.0 km s\(^{-1}\) (Eilers et al. 2018). The adopted Solar peculiar motion is that of Schönrich, Binney & Dehnen (2010), namely \((U_{\odot}, V_{\odot}, W_{\odot}) = (11.1, 12.24, and 7.25)\) km s\(^{-1}\) in local standard of rest coordinates.

The spherical Galactocentric coordinates \((r, \theta, \phi)\)\(^2\) and velocities \((V_r, V_\theta, V_\phi)\) for our sample are determined in the same way as Bird et al. (2018). We propagate the uncertainties in PM, line-of-sight velocities, and distances by calculating the mean dispersion in the Galactic positions and velocities from 1000 Monte Carlo realizations, selecting from Gaussian distributions of each of the original quantities.

Fig. 1 shows the 3D Galactic velocities as a function of the cylindrical distance in the plane of the disc \((R_{cyl} = \sqrt{X^2 + Y^2})\). Two components are clearly visible on the bimodal histogram of the upper panel. The first one is centred at \(V_r = 0\) km s\(^{-1}\) with a large dispersion, and likely corresponds to the BSs of the stellar halo. The second component, highlighted by the red rectangle, has a mean rotational velocity of \(V_r \sim 220\) km s\(^{-1}\) and a relatively small velocity dispersion compared to the putative halo population. It appears therefore that this population is a priori consistent with the disc, although it extends to large radii (\(\gtrsim 25\) kpc). Of course, such a pure kinematic selection must also contain some halo BSs. It is therefore interesting to check for the spatial and metallicity distribution of this kinematically selected disc-like population.

The normalized metallicity distribution functions (MDFs) of the putative disc BSs and the putative halo BSs are shown in Fig. 2. The

\(^1\)We have used the colour equations of Jordi et al. (2010) to transform from the SDSS \(g,r\) to Gaia \(G\).

\(^2\)Here \(\theta\) is the elevation angle and \(\phi\) is the azimuthal angle.
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Figure 1. Galactocentric spherical and vertical (bottom panel) velocities of the 2258 BS stars with PMs and radial velocities, as a function of cylindrical radius in the plane of the disc. The red rectangle on the upper panel encompasses the candidate disc stars. These stars are shown in red in the three lower panels.

Figure 2. Normalized metallicity distribution functions of the putative disc BSs (red) and of the putative halo BSs (blue). The metallicities used here are the \( \text{Fe}_{\text{Hadop}} \) from SDSS/SEGUE and the \( \text{feh} \) from LAMOST.

MDF of the putative disc is close to the MDF of the populations of the disc identified by Ibata et al. (2017b; populations A and B in their terminology) and the MDF of the putative halo is similar to their halo MDF (population C). This thus strengthens the interpretation of these components as being disc-like and halo-like. 36 BSs are in common in the SDSS/SEGUE and LAMOST catalogues in the CFIS footprint. The spectroscopic metallicities given in these two catalogues have a difference of typically \( \Delta [\text{Fe/H}] = 0.25 \), in the 1 – \( \sigma \) of the LAMOST uncertainties. Nevertheless, the difference in the metallicity between the two catalogues does not impact our interpretation, since the scale of this difference in metallicity between the disc-like and halo-like components is larger than the difference between the two spectroscopic catalogues.

Fig. 3 shows the spatial distribution of our BSs populations in Galactic Cartesian coordinates, colour-coded by their metallicity. The two top panels show the whole BSs sample, whilst the bottom panels show the kinematically selected disc population. The kinematically detected disc BSs stars are located at smaller vertical distances (typically \( |Z| < 8.5 \) kpc) than the halo BSs, which are more homogeneously distributed. The fact that a small proportion of the kinematically selected disc is composed of low-metallicity stars at large \( Z \) is not very surprising, since one should expect some contamination from the halo component even for a sample selected with large \( \phi \).

As mentioned by Xue et al. (2008), a fraction of photometrically identified BSs can be, in fact, young main-sequence stars. However, for a typical population of the disc with \( [\text{Fe/H}] = -0.5 \), a hot MS
star of age 1 Gyr has an absolute magnitude of $M_V = 1.5$ and $M_g = 2.2$ for an MS star of 2 Gyr, similar to or brighter than the disc BSs, which have an absolute magnitude in the range $M_V = 3.8 - 2.2$. Therefore the estimated distance of these contaminating young MS stars will be smaller than what they really are, making the flare discussed hereafter even stronger. For older populations, the hotter MS stars are too cold to be confused with BS stars.

The bottom panels of Fig. 3 show that the disc flares toward the Galactic Anticentre and reaches a height of $Z \simeq 6.5$ kpc at a Galactocentric distance of 23 kpc in the plane of the disc. Ivezić et al. (2008) and Jurić et al. (2008), using MS stars, have observed a similar flaring of the disc beyond $R > 14$ kpc and associated this flaring to the Monoceros Ring (also known as the Galactic Anticenter Stellar Structure, or GASS; Crane et al. 2003). Li et al. (2017) show that the Monoceros Ring has similar properties to A13 (Sharma et al. 2010) and the Triangulum–Andromeda overdensity (TriAnd, Martin, Ibata & Irwin 2007). Together, they form a unique structure generated by the oscillation of the disc due to the passage of the Sgr dSph through it (Gómez et al. 2016; Laporte et al. 2018a; Laporte, Johnston & Tzanidakis 2018b). A disc origin for this structure is consistent with the measured fraction of RR Lyrae stars to M giants (Sheffield et al. 2018), which would otherwise be difficult to reconcile with a scenario where the structure formed from the tidal

$^3$In the SDSS photometric system.
disruption of a dwarf galaxy (e.g.
Peñarrubia et al.
2005).
Li et al.
(2017) found that the M-giant stars in the
Monoceros–A13–TriAnd structure have a low-velocity dispersion (<40 kms\(^{-1}\)) and display a gradient in their radial velocity as a function of Galactic longitude. Although a small number (∼10) of our disc BSs show a velocity gradient at the distance of the Monoceros Ring (Crane et al.
2003), the majority of them do not follow this trend. Rather, they display standard disc-like kinematics, consistent with a classical flare.

Most of the disc BSs identified are located towards the Galactic Anticentre. In this direction, the rotation velocity is dominated by the PM. In order to check how far the disc component might extend in this direction, it is possible to select a larger sample of disc BSs using only their PM. This selection will be more complete than the spectroscopic sample, since it will not be limited by the Segue/LAMOST selection function and will not be biased towards the Galactic north as the previous spectroscopic sample.

The grey-scale in the left-hand panel of Fig. 4 shows the PM distribution of all 1397 BSs from the CFIS + Gaia sample located between 140° \(\leq l \leq 240°\). The red points show the PMs of the disc BSs selected in Fig. 1. The dashed circle shows a selection contour inside of which disc BSs are preferentially selected without the need for line-of-sight velocities.

The grey-scale in the right-hand panel of Fig. 4 shows the \(Z - R\) distribution of the BSs selected via the PM cut in the left-hand panel. The points show the \(Z - R\) distribution of the previous disc BSs shown in Fig. 3. As a result of the PM-only selection, we see the disc in the Southern hemisphere also exhibits the stellar disc flare identified previously. We thus demonstrate that although wobbles in the background, such as Monoceros, do exist, the general strong flaring of the disc is present in both hemispheres. Analyses based on SDSS alone were not able to probe beyond Galactocentric radii \(R \geq 12\) kpc in the South (Jurić et al.
2008).

It is worth noting here that the flaring detected in both hemispheres in Fig. 4 can be, in fact, the signature of the warping of the disc at different Galactic longitudes. Indeed, since the CFIS footprint covers the southern Galactic hemisphere between 140° \(\leq l \leq 170°\) and in the Northern hemisphere between 170° \(\leq l \leq 240°\), the warping of the disc can generate a similar signature than seen in Fig. 4. However, Momany et al.
(2006) measure the maximum (absolute) warp height to be 0.6 kpc at \(l \approx 240°\) at a distance of 16 kpc from the Sun. This is inconsistent with the height of the BSs as seen with our data in both hemispheres.

The PM-only selection is not limited in magnitude in the same way as the spectroscopic selection is. Indeed, with CFIS and Gaia, BSs can be identified up to a distance of 53 kpc. However, we see clearly in Fig. 5 that the number of BSs that have PM consistent with the disc fall rapidly beyond a distance of \(\approx 27\) kpc from the

**Figure 4.** Left-hand panel: proper motions of the BSs from CFIS located between 140° \(\leq l \leq 240°\) in grey and proper motion of the identified disc BSs from the spectroscopic sample in red. The green ellipse shows the selection of potential disc BSs selected only by their proper motion. Right-hand panel: \(z - R\) projection of disc BSs, identified by their PM (in grey) and by their circular velocity (coloured points).

**Figure 5.** Galactocentric distance distribution of the disc BSs identified by their proper motion (in red) compared to the remaining BSs population (in blue) that we consider to be the halo population.
Galactic centre, i.e. it looks as if we are sampling BSs out to the furthest ‘edge’ of the disc. Nevertheless, due to the current CFIS footprint, it is not possible to determine the radial scalelength of the vertical fluctuation, or the vertical scale height as a function of the radius. This may need to wait future extension of the CFIS footprint or other surveys.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

While some flaring is expected in the disc outskirts for extended discs built up by radial migration (Minchev et al. 2012a,b), the scale of this effect is in no way comparable to the amount of flaring that we find in the Milky Way outskirts. In this section, we interpret our findings as possibly being related to the dynamical heating of the disc outskirts, including some of the most distant stars in our sample.
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While some flaring is expected in the disc outskirts for extended discs built up by radial migration (Minchev et al. 2012a,b), the scale of this effect is in no way comparable to the amount of flaring that we find in the Milky Way outskirts. In this section, we interpret our findings as possibly being related to the dynamical heating of the disc outskirts, including some of the most distant stars in our sample.

In summary, we have disentangled the halo and disc BSs populations observed in CFIS, using Gaia, SDSS/Segue, and Lamost data. This allows us to trace the disc to large radius and we find that the disc height at a Galactocentric radial distance of \( \approx 27 \) kpc reaches up to \( |Z| \approx 8 \) kpc above the mid-plane. By comparing these observations to the simulations of Laporte et al. (2018a), we have shown that the Anticentre Stream (ACS; Grillmair 2006) interpreted as remnants of tidal tails (Laporte et al. 2018a). Shortly after the second Gaia release, Laporte et al. (2018c) also showed that the last pericentric passage of Sgr with the MW could seed the disc perturbations that give rise to the observed velocity field in the Gaia Volume (Gaia Collaboration 2018b), as well as the formation of the phase-space spiral uncovered by Antoja et al. (2018), finding similar time-scales for its onset.\(^5\)

In Fig. 6, the distribution of our BSs sample is compared to one of these simulations in the \( R - Z \) plane for stars selected within a wedge of \( 140^\circ < l < 240^\circ \) and which have a kinematic signature typical of the disc. Here, we reproduce the model in grey-scale, while the coloured points show the observed data. Dashed lines mark the ‘mid-plane’ of the model disc (median height of the stellar plane) together with the corresponding \( 1\sigma \) standard deviation curves. The BSs disc stars appear to follow the flared structure of the model of the outer disc, including some of the most distant stars in our sample.
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In Fig. 6, the distribution of our BSs sample is compared to one of these simulations in the \( R - Z \) plane for stars selected within a wedge of \( 140^\circ < l < 240^\circ \) and which have a kinematic signature typical of the disc. Here, we reproduce the model in grey-scale, while the coloured points show the observed data. Dashed lines mark the ‘mid-plane’ of the model disc (median height of the stellar plane) together with the corresponding \( 1\sigma \) standard deviation curves. The BSs disc stars appear to follow the flared structure of the model of the outer disc, including some of the most distant stars in our sample.

In summary, we have disentangled the halo and disc BSs populations observed in CFIS, using Gaia, SDSS/Segue, and Lamost data. This allows us to trace the disc to large radius and we find that the disc height at a Galactocentric radial distance of \( \approx 27 \) kpc reaches up to \( |Z| \approx 8 \) kpc above the mid-plane. By comparing these observations to the simulations of Laporte et al. (2018a), we have shown that the Anticentre Stream (ACS; Grillmair 2006) interpreted as remnants of tidal tails (Laporte et al. 2018a). Shortly after the second Gaia release, Laporte et al. (2018c) also showed that the last pericentric passage of Sgr with the MW could seed the disc perturbations that give rise to the observed velocity field in the Gaia Volume (Gaia Collaboration 2018b), as well as the formation of the phase-space spiral uncovered by Antoja et al. (2018), finding similar time-scales for its onset.\(^5\)

As mentioned in the previous section, these have recently been confirmed to have stellar populations, kinematics and abundance measurements consistent with a disc population (Price-Whelan et al. 2015; Li et al. 2017; Bergemann et al. 2018; de Boer, Belokurov & Kospov 2018; Deason, Belokurov & Kospov 2018; Sheffield et al. 2018), while satisfying the constraints set by kinematics and amplitudes of the spatial number density counts in the solar neighbourhood (Widrow et al. 2012, but see also Schönrich & Dehnen 2018). Thus they established a link, and a possible common origin between the outer disc structures and the local vertical disc oscillations, as suggested in earlier works (Purcell et al. 2011; Gómez et al. 2013, 2016).\(^5\)

Clues for incomplete phase-mixing in the Milky Way and its relation with Sgr were already discussed in the context of the UV plane (e.g. Minchev et al. 2009; Gómez et al. 2012).
that this flare of the disc could potentially be explained via dynamical heating of the disc by successive passages of the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy about the midplane of the disc, consistent with early studies of disc-satellite impacts (e.g. Ibata & Raguzov 1998; Velazquez & White 1999; Kazantzidis et al. 2008; Villalobos & Helmi 2008; Purcell et al. 2010) and expectations from cosmological simulations (e.g. Aumer & White 2013; Gómez et al. 2016).
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